We present an algonihm for scheduling distributed data intensive Bag-of-Task applications on Data Grids that h v e custs associated with requesting, transferring and pmcessing datasets. We evaluate [he algorithm on a Data Grid testbed and present the results. ' ' I Introduction Data Grids [2] have evolved to tackle the challenges of accessing, processing and managing large distributed datasets that are posed by distributed data-intensive applications in areas such as high-energy physics, astronomy and bioinfomatics. In Data Grids, there can be a lot of pressure on the data infrastructure (i.e., network and storage elements). This can lead to overloading of resources and appearance of network "hot spots" as is commonly observed in the World Wide Web. Pricing resources to reflect supply and demand in order to regulate their usage has been explored in previous work [l]. In such a scenario, scheduling strategies will have to take into account resources of varying capabilities with varying execution, transfer and storage costs. While such strategies have been proposed and evaluated for computational grids, nostudy has yet been made for similar requirements in Data Grid environments.
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In this paper, we introduce an algorithm for cost-based scheduling for a data-intensive Bag-of-Tasks(BoT) application on a Data Grid. Each of the tasks within the application depends on mutiple datasets that may be available from multiple data sources. The algorithm minimizes either the overall cost or the time of execution depending on the user's preference subject to two user-defined constraints -the deadline by which the processing must be completed and the overall budget for performing the computation. In doing so, it is guided by factors such as cost and speed of accessing, transferring and processing data. the data and compute resources which run the jobs that execute upon the data. The datasets may be replicated at various sites within this data grid depending on the'policies set by the administrators of the storage resources and/or the producers of data. The scheduler is able to query a data directory for information about the locations of the datasets and their replicas. We associate economic costs with the access, transfer and processing of data. The processing cost is levied upon by the computational service provider, while the transfer cost comes on account of the access cost for the data host and the cost of transferring datasets from the data host to the compute resource through the network.
A job (equivalent to a task in a BOT) is the atomic unit of computation within this model. Each job requires one or more datasets as input. Each dataset is available through one or more data hosts. The steps for submitting a job to the grid shown in Fig. 1 are as follows: The scheduler gathers information about the available compute resources (1) and about the datasets and data hosts (2). It then makes decision on where to submit the job (3). The job is dispatched to the selected remote compute resource (4) where it requests for the datasets from the replica locations selected by the scheduler (5 & 6). After the job has finished processing (7), the results are sent back to the scheduler host or another storage resource@). This process is repeated for all the jobs within the BOT.
We have two objective functions here, either to produce the least expensive execution within deadline or to finish the execution in the least time possible within the budget. A detailed listing of the proposed algorithm is given in [3] . The algorithm is in two parts described below: Map jobs to resources: For each job, we build a resource Set that consists of one compute resource for executing the job and one data resource for each dataset requested by the job. We iterate through the list of datasets requested by the job. For each dataset, we: pick the combination of a compute resource and a data host that returns the lowest value for expected transfer cost or time depending on the minimization. Then we see if our choice of compute resource is better when the data hosts selected for previous datasets are considered. This procedure ensures that the choice of the compute resource and the resource set so formed at the end of each iteration is better than those selected in all previous iterations.
Dispatch jobs: In the dispatching section, starting with the job with the least cost or least execution time, we submit the jobs to the compute resources selected for them in the mapping step if the allocation for tbe resources has not been exhausted. We also check if the deadline or budget constraints are being violated whiIe submitting a job.
Experiments and Results
We have implemented the scheduling algorithm presented in Section 2 within the Gridbus Broker. The experimental setup used in our evaluation is summarized in Figure 2 . It consists of an Austrdia-wide Data Grid consisting of IBM eServer machines in Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney and Canberra along with a cluster and a PC in Melbourne. Each of these played the roles of a compute resource or a data host or both and were assigned differenf usage costs.
We also assigned costs to the network links between these machines and took into consideration the available bandwidth while scheduling. Table 1 shows the summary of the results that were obtained for a set of 125 jobs with a 2 hour deadline and budget of 500,000 G$. The average costs per job incurred during cost and time minimization are 562.6 G$ and 959 G$ with standard deviations of 113 and I15 respectively. Mean walI clock time taken per job (including computation and data transfer time) was 167 secs for cost minimization and 135 secs for time minimization with standard deviations 16.7 and 19 respectively. As expected, cost minimization scheduling produces minimum computation and data transfer expenses whereas time minimization completes the experiments in the least time. A detailed discussion about the experimental results in given in 131. 
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented here an algorithm for executing jobs on data grids which takes into account both cost of processing and of data transfer and user-defined constraints such as deadline and budget. The aIgorithm explicitly deals with jobs that require multiple datasets from multiple data sources. We have presented empirical results obtained from evaluating the algorithm on a Data Grid testbed. We plan to conduct further evaluations with a testbed with various degrees of replication to conclusively state that the algorithm minimizes its objective functions
